Anchor compliance checklist for facility managers
Use this handy checklist to record compliance and identify gaps that need action.
DOCUMENTS
Is there an anchorage plan/rigging layout?

P/F

Is there a user instruction manual?

P/F

Is there a manufacturer’s test report confirming the system meets the attachment material requirements? (e.g. roof sheets, concrete)

P/F

Has the system been inspected within the last 6 to 12 months (jurisdiction dependent)?

P/F

Is there a documented rescue plan that doesn’t rely on calling 000?

P/F

Is the installation certified by the installer to the manufacturer’s requirement?

P/F

Have you sighted evidence of installer training by the manufacturer?

P/F

ACCESS
Is there safe access to the system? Can you reach the anchor system safely?

P/F

Is the layout/rigging plan suitable for the required tasks? (e.g. gutter access)

P/F

Are there fall hazards on the path to the system? (e.g. brittle surfaces, Laserlite, voids)

P/F

IDENTIFICATION / INSPECTIONS
Is each anchorage individually tagged?

P/F

Are the anchorages and cables installed to the manufacturer’s requirements?

P/F

Have end terminal swaged fittings and swageless fittings been load tested?

P/F

Have the swage load tests been recorded?

P/F

CONDITION
Is there evidence of corrosion?

P/F

Is the anchor rigid?

P/F

Is the static line cable taut?

P/F

Are the penetrations sealed?

P/F

Is the substrate in good condition? (e.g. roof sheet)

P/F

Need help? Call Workplace Wing on 1300 734 790 for:
>> Risk

assessments and audits
>> Practical, step by step height safety management
>> Fully documented evidence of your compliance
>> Independently-certified height safety equipment
Make it simple, make it work: give your height safety Wings.
Price and Quality Guarantee
Because real safety shouldn’t cost extra, Workplace Wing
inspections now come with a Price and Quality Guarantee.

Best Price
Workplace Wing will beat any written quote by 10% for the
equivalent height safety service carried out by inspectors
independently accredited by SAI Global™, on the same site
and scope within 7 days of placing your order.

Real Safety
Workplace Wing inspections are guaranteed to comply with
AS/NZS 1891 when audited by SAI Global™ certified inspectors.

Call 1300 734 790 today
to arrange a visit from a
Workplace Wing Certified
Height Safety Expert.

19106

Date
Building name/No.
Inspecting officer

ISO 9001 Quality
Certified

Compliant to WAHA
requirements

ISO 9001 underpins the
quality of Defender™
products.

A proud member of the Working at
Height Association (www.waha.org.
au), Workplace Wing abides by the
standards expected by the peak
industry body.

NATA™ Accredited
Testing

RTO Accredited Training

Defender™ products are
designed and tested in
a NATA™-accredited fall
prevention facility.

To order, receive a quote, or for more
information contact us today at:
enquiries@workplacewing.com.au
or call 1300 734 790
www.workplacewing.com.au

22156 - RIIWHS204D
WORK SAFELY AT HEIGHTS

Workplace Wing’s fully certified
height safety experts have all
completed Work Safely at Heights:
RIIWHS204D through a nationally
registered training organisation.

